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  Gray, Gray & Gray, LLP's News

Using Remote Workers? Protect Sensitive Company Data from Exposure
During the COVID-19 pandemic, many companies have shifted to work-from-home
arrangements to protect the safety of their workers. This trend is expected to continue
even after the pandemic ends. Unfortunately, the chances of intellectual property theft
(or inadvertent loss) are generally greater when employees work at home. Here are
some measures you can take to protect your trademarks, patents, copyrights and other
forms of IP today.
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  Family Business

A Family Business Does Not Have to Be a Casualty of Divorce
What if a divorce threatens to tear your family business apart? It's bad enough when a
marriage ends, but it's even worse when the former spouses both work for a family
company. That usually means one or both will have to remove themselves from the
business — for a price. This article gives you an idea of how the value of a business is
determined when divorcing spouses disagree.
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  Business Tax

You May Want to Separate Real Estate Assets from Your Business
Many companies choose not to combine real estate and other assets into a single
entity. Although there are justifiable legal reasons for doing so, this article delves into
the potentially beneficial tax reasons for holding real estate in a separate entity. A
sidebar looks at the advantages of separate entities for family businesses.
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  Personal Tax

Spouses Are Guilty Until Proven Innocent
If you file a joint tax return, you need to be aware of your individual liability. Here's a rundown of how the
law works and the "innocent spouse" relief that may be available if your spouse cheated on a tax return
and the IRS is coming after you. We'll also explain the difference between an "innocent spouse" and an
"injured spouse" and how it can affect tax refunds.
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  Disclaimer of Liability

Our firmprovides the information in this e-newsletter for general guidance only, anddoes not constitute the provision of legal advice, tax advice,
accountingservices, investment advice, or professional consulting of any kind. Theinformation provided herein should not be used as a substitute for
consultationwith professional tax, accounting, legal, or other competent advisers. Beforemaking any decision or taking any action, you should consult a
professionaladviser who has been provided with all pertinent facts relevant to yourparticular situation. Tax articles in this e-newsletter are not intended to
beused, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of avoidingaccuracy-related penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. The
informationis provided "as is," with no assurance or guarantee of completeness,accuracy, or timeliness of the information, and without warranty of any
kind,express or implied, including but not limited to warranties of performance,merchantability, and fitness for a particular purpose. 

Theinformation contained in this communication (including any attachments and/orre-directs to other online sources) is not intended or written to be used,
andcannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the InternalRevenue Code.  

Webinarcontent is intended for educational purposes only. Webinars provide a briefsummary based on our understanding and interpretation of current law. 
Alltax references are to federal tax law only, unless otherwise stated.  Theinformation contained in the webinars is general in nature and is based
onauthorities that are subject to change.  It is not, and should not beconstrued as accounting, legal or tax advice or opinion provided by Gray, Gray& Gray,
LLP.  The material presented may not be applicable to, orsuitable for, specific circumstances or needs, and may require consideration ofnon-tax factors
and tax factors not described herein.  Contact Gray, Gray& Gray or another tax professional prior to taking any action based uponthis information.
 Changes in tax laws or other factors could affect, on aprospective or retroactive basis the information contained herein; Gray, Gray& Gray assumes no
obligation to inform the reader/webinar attendee of anysuch changes. The material presented is not intended to, and cannot be used to,avoid IRS
penalties.  This material supports the marketing and promotionof accounting services.  Seek advice based on your particularcircumstances from
independent tax, legal accounting, insurance, investment andfinancial advisors.
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